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1. INTRODUCTION

As a consequence of the progressing operation time of nuclear power plants and
the corresponding ageing of the underlying systems, measures for
refurbishment, upgrading, or modernisation may become necessary or
reasonable as a long-term investment. With respect to I&C systems it has to be
considered that - due to the change in the technology and far-reaching
innovations - in most cases today new systems will be digital ones which
replace the hard-wired analogue technique used so far. The obvious advantages
of software-based digital systems and the rising difficulties in obtaining spare
parts for analogue equipment are the reasons that in future for refurbishment of
systems in old plants or for system design in new plants practically exclusively
software-based digital systems will be implemented. This holds for operational
balance of plant I&C as well as for systems important to safety, i.e. systems
with safety critical software (reactor protection, engineered safeguard systems).
Implementation of such systems have been realised or are being
planned/realised also in W E R type reactors, where the traditionally used relais-
technique shall be replaced.

Licensing procedures, position of national regulators, requirements for
reliability proof, etc., are up to now not harmonised within the world-wide NPP
community. Recent international activities and conferences like those of
OECD/NEA /I, 21, American Nuclear Society 131, IAEA 14, 5, 6/, CEC 111 have
shown, that for some issues there is no real common concern; different
approaches are proposed or have been realised to meet the overall safety goals
in agreement with the safety philosophy grown in the particular country.

The Institute for Safety Technology (ISTec), which is a non-profit organisation
and 100 % subsidiary of Gesellschaft fur Anlagen- und Reaktorsicherheit
(GRS) represents GRS in the field of safety assessment and questions related to
modern I&C system applications in NPPs. ISTec is extensively involved in all
ongoing national activities dealing with the implementation of safety critical
software systems in NPPs. In the frame of contracts got from the federal
governmental ministry BMU (Ministry for environment protection, nature
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conservation and nuclear safety) ISTec is also involved in the assessment of
new I&C safety systems and concepts for W E R reactors as well as in
supporting the licensing authorities in Ukraine and Hungary, i.e. in countries
where plants will obtain I&C systems important to safety based on a German
product.

Experiences from these involvements in digital I&C upgrades in VVERs will be
discussed in the paper. Before that the recent German activities with respect to
guidelines and rules for new I&C and the approach for qualifying the industry
developments are briefly commented . The role of ISTec in relevant committees
and working groups for I&C standardisation/regulation and as an independent
assessor of the new software-based I&C system is reflected.

2. THE GERMAN APPROACH TO QUALIFYING SAFETY CRITICAL
SOFTWARE SYSTEMS

As a fundamental requirement, digital systems have to operate at least with the
same reliability as required for conventional systems. This means in particular,
it has to be proven that there are effective means to cope with common mode
failures. In this context, the procedure of transforming process requirements
into system functions is of great importance. The generation, verification and
validation of the software has to follow a completely documented development
and evaluation procedure (software life cycle) and has to be accompanied by
rigorous and stringent quality assurance measures which allow adequate
reliability estimation /8/ - /10/.

The chapter begins with a short description of the new I&C guidelines of the
German Reactor Safety Commission (RSK).Then it focuses on the qualification
and assessment process followed in Germany, in particular on plant-
independent qualification of an I&C system by type testing (software
components, hardware components, integration and system tests) followed by
plant specific assessment during commissioning.

2.1 RSK-Guidelines and I&C Standards

In Fig. 1 the hierarchical structure and priority of guidelines relevant for
assessment and licensing in Germany are shown. Chapter 7 of the RSK-
Guidelines has been revised recently, in order to provide a basis for the
assessment of computer based I&C systems important to safety /ll/ . The
requirements for the functions and for the hardware have been separated which
allows a ranked qualification of the software and the hardware modules
according to the actual safety needs. The most important issues in the RSK-
Guidelines are

• the separation of requirements for the I&C functions (realised by software)
and for the hardware,
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• three safety categories to determine the safety relevance of I&C functions
with associated design requirements,

• two equipment categories for hardware to determine the requirements on
equipment quality,

• the clear graduation of software requirements according to the safety
categories,

• more emphasis on the specification of functional requirements, especially
the transition from the process to the I&C requirements

• robustness

I&C Systems Important to Safety represent the I&C of the safety system and
other safety relevant systems (e.g. the radiation protection instrumentation) and
comprise the I&C functions of categories 1, 2 and 3. They are realised by
equipment performing these functions.

I&C Systems Important to Safety have to ensure that the protection goals
according to a defence-in-depth strategy will be achieved. The associated safety
functions are of different safety relevance and therefore belong to different
categories with graduated quality requirements.

Category 1 relates to all I&C functions which are necessary to avoid non-
tolerable consequences of accidents.

Category 2 relates to all I&C functions which are necessary to avoid the
extension of a disturbance to an accident.

Category 3 comprises all the other I&C functions relevant for safety.

Category El relates to all devices which carry out I&C functions of categories
1 and 2.

Category E2 relates to all devices which carry out I&C functions of category 3.

The most important requirement which ultimately governs the system structure
is the failure combination to be met. For Category 1 functions it has to be
demonstrated that they fulfil their tasks even if, in addition to the accident, one
random failure and one systematic failure and consequential failures occur. A
systematic failure need not be assumed if sufficient measures for its avoidance
are demonstrated. As for Category 2 functions, a systematic failure need not be
assumed. This facilitates the system structure considerably, because diversity
measures need not be taken here. Further on, it is permitted to classifying into
Category 2 information and control functions which are necessary for manual
actions to cope with intolerable consequences of accidents.
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The software requirements relating to the categories are defined with respect to
constructive QA, analytical QA, organisation/administration, and standard
software. According to the principles of these guidelines, the requirements are
given in a more general way leaving open the methodologies how to achieve
them.

The RSK-guidelines in the revised version of 1996 already reflect the
application of advanced digital safety I&C systems, whereas more detailed
technical requirements are formulated in the KTA standards (series KTA3501
to KTA 3507). However, these standards still represent the analogue
technology; nevertheless they are valid with respect to the generic requirements.
Mainly based on the requirements of IEC standards (developed with
participation of German experts) but also on other standards (like IEEE), the
KTA rules have to be interpreted for the digital features of the new systems.

2.2 The Qualification and Assessment Process

In contrast to many other countries where the nuclear licensing procedures is
mainly based on the evaluation of the manufacturer's quality assurance system,
third party product verification plays an important role in Germany. Typically
GRS/ISTec or a TUV organisation is involved in the licensing procedure as
third party. Since the detailed verification of all safety related properties of a
product is time consuming the licensing procedure is split into two phases:

• plant independent assessment and tests

- concept assessment (feasibility with respect to safety requirements)

- type testing of software components (extrapolation of KTA 3503)

- type testing of hardware components (requirements of KTA 3503)

- plant independent system test (integration HW/SW)

• plant specific assessment and tests (suitability analysis)

- compliance assessment

- factory acceptance tests

- system assessment

- on-site system tests

In order to give an insight into the system structure and the software
architecture of Teleperm XS (TXS), in Fig. 2 to Fig. 4 basic schemes and block
diagrams are shown. Fig. 5 demonstrates the engineering procedure for software
development and qualification during the type testing. The functional
application code is configured by the Engineering Tool SPACE using the type-
tested software components.
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3. THE ROLE OF GRS/ISTEC

Research and development of qualification methods and tools for safety critical
software systems has been performed in GRS/ISTec for many years in the frame
of national programmes of BMBF (formerly BMFT) and BMU /12/ - I Ml as
well as in European projects /18/-/22/. Tools for software analysis and
evaluation have been developed /17, 23, 24/. Of particular interest may be the
reverse engineering tool VALIDATOR which allows the validation of the C-
code to the functional requirements.

GRS/ISTec is member in relevant international working groups (like IEC 45A:
German speaker and convenor of WG A3 (supplements of IEC 880, Chapeau-
paper), IWGNPPCI of IAEA, special issue WG of NEA/OECD, EU task force)
and national working groups (like VDI/VDE-GUK ,,Reactor instrumentation"
and GAK ,,Computer-based I&C systems important to safety", GMA
instrumentation and control systems in nuclear power plants", FAK of VdTUV
"Electrotechnical and I&C experts group", RSK sub-committee on
,,Electrotechnical devices", KTA-subcommittee on ,,Electrotechnical and I&C
systems"). ISTec prepared draft versions of the new chapter 7 of the RSK
Guidelines and contribution to IAEA-TecDocs.

Based on its broad expertise in software reliability and safety critical software
systems GRS/ISTec has been involved from the beginning in the qualification
process of new digital I&C systems important to safety as an independent
assessor. This holds in particular for the Teleperm XS system (TXS).

The main phases of the qualification of the TXS system were:

• accompanying evaluations and concept assessment of the new system by
GRS/ISTec

- since 1988, continuous evaluations of the development on behalf of the
Bavarian licensing authority (BStMLU)

- in June 1992, acceptance of the concept to realise I&C systems for safety
functions of the highest category

• type testing of the software components

- since October 1992, contracted to GRS/ISTec (supported by TUV)

- in June 1996, the qualification of most of the system software and the
application modules was finished, remaining tasks are being investigated
within the plant-independent system test (see below)

• type testing of the hardware components

- since February 1994, contracted to TUVs to elaborate the module analysis
and the test specifications, and to perform the practical testing
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- in October 1996, most of the practical tests of the hardware components
for the qualification were finished, supplementing tests are performed in
the first half of 1997

• plant independent system test

- proving the main system features in the factory's test fields with
participation of GRS/ISTec as independent assessor (supported by TUV);
these tests were scheduled for end of 1996, several reasons led to delays
so that the certification is expected for mid of 1997

The extensive expertise of GRS/ISTec on the TXS technology is of particular
importance in plant specific independent assessment. Therefore, GRS/ISTec has
been involved in the assessment of safety critical applications (like reactor
protection systems of FRM-2, Rowno, Paks)

4. SAFETY ASSESSMENT OF DIGITAL I&C SYSTEMS IN
VVER TYPE REACTORS

GRS as the main consulting organisation of the German Federal Ministry BMU
has been involved in various review activities related to W E R types of NPP,
which also included reviews of I&C systems important to safety (e.g.,
Greifswald NPPs, IAEA safety review missions in Bohunice and Kozloduy,
W407 concept). In addition to these experiences ISTec employs several I&C
experts from former East German institutions (Greifswald, Rossendorf) which
are highly familiar with the WER technology. Together with the broad
knowledge in methods and tools for V&V of safety critical software and in
assessment of digital software-based I&C systems important to safety, this
formed a good basis to become involved by the BMU in projects related to
W E R instrumentation and control tasks. Within the international programs of
BMU to support licensing authorities in middle and east European countries in
major safety issues related to WER type reactors, tasks with respect to
regulatory requirements for digital software-based I&C systems important to
safety became an important topic. During the last two years ISTec got contracts
from the BMU to consult the authorities in Hungary and Ukraine in this special
innovative field. Both supporting projects will be continued.

Whereas in the first phase of the Hungarian project more generic regulatory
questions related to digital safety technology and the licensing procedure in
Germany were emphasised, in the next phase support in special tasks related to
and assessment of the TXS system in the Paks NPP will play the main role (e.g.,
in particular tasks for which detailed expertise in the TXS hard- and software is
needed).

In the project together with the Ukrainian authority and its Scientific Technical
Center, during the first phase the information on the German regulatory position
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with respect to digital I&C safety systems, the licensing procedure and the basic
concept of the German approach (as discussed in chapter 2) has been
transmitted. For supporting the authority in licensing and evaluation a concept
assessment has been performed for the emergency protection system in Rowno-
4 which will be realised with the TXS system of Siemens. For this purpose
firstly all documents describing the design concept were formally proven. The
structure of the concept assessment may be transferable to the Khmelnitzky-2
upgrading.

The assessment of the design concept comprises the following aspects:

- fulfilment of overall safety goals and requirements

- interfaces to existing VVER plant devices and systems

- communication and annunciation concept

- manual protective actions

- self-monitoring capabilities and repetitive testing.

With respect to the first aspect it has to be proved whether the following
requirements are fulfilled by the new system

- requirements to initiating events

- requirements to fault tolerance of the system (or combinations of failed
subsystems respectively)

- requirements to initiating safety actions

- requirements for redundancy and independency

- requirements for decoupling (separation) from other systems

- requirements for monitoring the functionality and testability

- requirements for susceptibility of digital I&C to electromagnetic
interferences (grounding, shielding)

The investigation of the interfaces between the new digital protection system
and the existing plant devices has been found to be an important issue in I&C
upgrading. The following systems were identified to be analysed carefully

- power supply system (coupling with emergency power supply, redundancy
of DC power supply, spacial separation of power converters)

- air-conditioning systems

- coupling to the main control room and the emergency panel

- coupling to the control rod drives

- coupling to the sensors and instrumentation
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Other connected important systems which have to be considered carefully are:

- annunciation system: safety relevant changes of plant and system status
have to be indicated early and reliably

- devices for manual safety actions: interactions not in the control level but in
the logic level

- diagnosis, monitoring and service systems connected to the distributed
computer-based protection system: online testing, testing during shut-down,
maintenance, updates.

Emphasis has been placed on the explanation of the approach to use type-tested
configurable software components and type-tested hardware components
verified in integration tests, i.e., to take over certified analyses and test results in
the own assessment without detailed re-evaluation.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Digital upgradings of I&C important to safety in W E R type reactors require
broad expertise in different knowledge fields (e.g., functional requirements in
W E R plants, interface adaption to existing devices, software V&V methods
and tools, testing and acceptance criteria for ranked safety categories of
integrated hard/software systems). In Germany comprehensive activities and
efforts have been spent in the last years establishing a procedure which enables
(or facilitates) licensing of software-based I&C systems in safety relevant
applications following international and national standards and guidelines.

GRS/ISTec have been involved in many forms in this process like research
projects, membership in working groups for establishing standards and
guidelines, generic studies, independent assessments and consulting projects.
Engagements like in Rowno and Paks are successful since in the I&C team of
GRS/ISTec experts with different background needed for digital upgrading in
W E R plants (as mentioned above) are available and cooperating. In these two
plants, additionally the extensive knowledge of the TXS technology at ISTec is
of great benefit. The experiences gained so far are valuable and can be used for
other assessment tasks in an effective manner.
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German Nuclear Law

Safety Criteria of the Ministry of the Interior
(BMI-Kriterien)

Guidelines of the German Reactor Safety Commission
(RSK LeitJinien)

German Safety Standards for Nuclear Plants
(KTA-Regeln)

General Technical Standards

• German Industry Standards (DIN)

• International Standards (IEC, IEEE)

Fig. 1 Hierarchical structure and priority of guidelines relevant for assessment
and licensing in Germany
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Fig. 2 Structure of Teleperm XS for an I&C system important to safety in a
Western NPP
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Fig. 4 Software architecture in Teleperm XS, from /10/
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Fig. 5 Engineering procedure for software development and qualification
during type testing
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